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Crime
R e p o r t

Waiter beaten up
Four citizens beat up an Egyptian waiter in a Salmiya

restaurant because of a reserved table, and did not stop
beating him until customers interfered to save him. The
four entered the restaurant and headed towards a table,
so the waiter asked them to select another one as it was
already taken. The four did not like what they heard and
beat the waiter before they went and sat on another
table. Police arrived to the scene before they finished
their meal and took them to the police station for fur-
ther action.

KD 2 million debt
Police arrested a citizen wanted on a KD 2 million

debt case. The man was apprehended in Sabah health
zone during a surprise campaign. The citizen claimed he
did not have an ID on him, then when policemen insist-
ed on taking him to make sure about his identity, he
gave the ID. He was found to be wanted by the civil
implementation department for several debts totaling
KD 2 million.

Harasser caught 
A man attempted to have a female citizen commit

vice crimes, then he insulted police in his attempt to
escape from them. The female citizen was surprised by
the man, also a citizen, flirting with her in a mall. When
she ignored him, he started touching her which
caught the attention of police who responded, so he
insulted them and attempted to escape but failed. He
was arrested and the woman lodged a complaint
against him. —Translated from the Arabic press

We are still way too far from changing our
cultural behavior, and even our ethical real-
ities. Categorizing societies and consider-

ing people equal in terms of means of change, con-
duct, way of thinking, moral practices, general cul-
tural structure and even goals leads to peoples’
destruction. Therefore, we find that peoples who
had been ruled by totalitarians and subjected to a
sort of brainwashing seem to have been molded to
come out identical in both shape, ways of thinking,
IQ levels, understanding, deduction and so on. 

Such people are not creative because of closure,
hearing mono-voices and having mono-teachers
and paths. Individuals are identical. This is what we
need to warn Arab nations about, namely in Kuwait
where we follow set patterns, circulate the same
information, speak in the same manner, and even
get the same results. One-minded single-patterned
societies become futile soon and their wombs get
dry. They never give birth or reproduce and soon
die. Therefore, I wish we would realize this soon and
I do urge all NGOs to work on solving this problem
and helping people out with these killing patterns.
We need to diversify cultural resources and sources
of information that should be accessible to all peo-
ple to activate social life and cut loose with lethal
fixed patterns. During our age of social and cultural
liberty, all cultural resources were freely accessible
to everyone without any restrictions or intimidation. 

We used to be an open society filled with all
forms of giving, creativity and talents. We used to
have good poets, outstanding actors, elite athletes,
creative musicians, enchanting signers, distinctive
writers, smart journalists, well-aware patriotic politi-
cians and enlightened thinkers. Our societies were
productive and renewable. They were happier and
more stable then.  We only started going backwards
when one single ‘voice’ started dominating every-
thing and the result is the current disasters and
social diseases we are suffering from. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times
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KUWAIT: A mother’s visit to her son turned into a fight
between his two wives who exchanged blows and insults
and both ended in the police station. The two wives had
met during the visit of their mother-in-law, and apparently
engaged in an argument that escalated into exchanging
insults and blows. Their husband and his mother eventual-
ly stepped in to break the fight.

Wives fight during
mother-in-law visit

Al-Anbaa

As kids we used to call a driver ‘Draiwel’, which
derived from the English word. Kids used to greet
a bus driver whenever they got on a bus by

singing an old song like ‘Long
live our driver’ while clapping
their hands. Well, that song
has now vanished and so has
the driver ’s job, especially
with the invention of auto-
mated and driverless means
of transport such as the
Dubai Metro, which was
included in the Guinness
Book of World Records as the
longest automated metro
grid in the world that is
remotely operated by an elec-
tronic system to ensure more
punctuality 

I would also like to refer
to the Google self-driving
car that company officials describe as safer than vehi-
cles driven by man as they are equipped with sensors
that respond to changes quicker than man can. Most
automobile manufacturers are currently using indus-

trial intelligence to manufacture self-operated means
of transport and drones such as those used for weath-
er forecasting, video shooting, firefighting and air

bombardment in  mil i tar y
operations. 

The same will  apply for
ship captains who will control
and cruise their ships remote-
ly from the convenience of
their offices at the shipping
companies they work for.
According to BBC, some
Japanese freight companies
have already started develop-
ing such captain-less ships.
Rolls Royce also announced
plans to manufacture remote-
ly operated ships to join serv-
ice by 2020. 

In politics, we have also
experienced some ‘remote-

controlling’ or ‘puling strings’ where many politicians are
more like a modern driverless taxi controlled by a central
operations center determining their routes. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times
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KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) took part in organiz-
ing Al-Qiyam prayer held at the Abdulaziz Almeshari
Mosque as part of its social responsibly and in continuation
of its eventful Ramadan program and charitable activities.

KFH voluntary team provided wheelchairs and hospi-
tality service to worshippers and the personnel at the
mosque. This step contributes in further bolstering KFH
relationship with the society, yet reinforces KFH pioneer-
ing role in assuming the social responsibility. It is worth
noting that KFH’s team worked in collaboration with the
concerned par ties to organize Al-Qiyam prayer at
Abdulaziz Almeshari Mosque. Such initiatives underline

KFH’s interest in having strong social and humanitarian
relationships with the society, yet reflect its firm belief in
its ongoing commitment to assume social and humani-
tarian responsibility. KFH won praise from the public and
the concerned parties in recognition for its efforts in the
social responsibility 

This initiative comes as part of the bank’s Ramadan pro-
gram “Increase Good Deeds in Ramadan 3” that includes
various social and humanitarian events and activities stem-
ming from the bank’s endeavors to solidify its commitment
towards the society, while supporting all social and
humanitarian initiatives.

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
hosted iftar feast for personnel at
Department of Emergency Medicine
in recognition of their efforts and piv-
otal role in serving the country and
the people. The visit also emanates
from KFH’s corporate social responsi-
bility and part of its Ramadan pro-

gram “Increase Good Deeds in
Ramadan 3”

Taking these initiatives, KFH con-
firms its keenness to solidify ties with
society, not to mention enhance
cooperation with government’s insti-
tutions. Such initiatives had a positive
effect in encouraging Emergency

Medicine personnel and lifting their
morale to perform their duties opti-
mally. Meanwhile, personnel at
Department of Emergency Medicine
extended their thanks and gratitude
to KFH for this initiative and lauded its
distinguished role in assuming social
responsibility. 

KFH’s CSR efforts win praise
KFH voluntary team at Abdulaziz Almeshari Mosque.

KFH hosts iftar feast for personnel
at Department of Emergency Medicine

KFH PR team with personnel at Department of Emergency Medicine.

Illicit tablets
An ex-convict citizen got rid of illicit tablets by swallow-

ing them while attempting to escape from police in indus-
trial Ardhiya, but was detained. A police patrol officer
asked the driver to pull over. When the patrol man
approached him, he swallowed several pills at once. He is
being sent to concerned authorities.

Drugs and alcohol
An Egyptian woman who is reported missing was found

with two citizens, all under the influence of alcohol and
drugs. A police patrol noticed the car being driven
unsteadily so they stopped it. Upon checking their IDs, the
girl was discovered to be wanted, and all three were under
the influence of drugs. Police also found drugs and a half
empty liquor bottle. All were sent to concerned authorities.


